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The sociological explanation of the discovery of the
theory of the conservation of energy at the beginning of
the nineteenth century is connected with the economic
notion of exchange value. The economic structure of
capitalism could not be operated without an exact know-
ledge of the equivalence of different forms of energy. An
exact price on electrical power,, gas, coal and labour power
cannot be fixed without an exact knowledge of their relative
values, and these cannot be determined without their
expression in terms of an entity of which they are various
forms. This entity is energy. Hence the capitalistic
desire to offer all things for sale forced the discovery of a
method of fixing the price of that fundamentally important
commodity—power. This led, unconsciously, to the dis-
covery of the theory of energy, the entity of which all powers
are exchangeable, and hence barterable, forms. The
sociological importance of discussions of priority in scien-
tific discovery lies in their revelation of the rate and con-
ditions of social progress in different communities. Many
scientists are punctilious about priority because their careers
and incomes are often directly dependent on it. The inti-
mate connection between priority and career has led many
scientists who deplore careerism to deplore arguments about
priority. Discussions of priority are avoided by many
scientists because they often appear to be exhibitions of
egotism. But apart from any personal interests, priority
has a deep sociological interest. An interesting social dis-
cussion on the history of the doctrine of the conservation
of energy in France, Britain, Germany and America could
be made by references to dates of discoveries without men-
tioning the name of any scientist. In 1878, a quarter of a
century after the rather bitter controversies concerning the
priorities of Mayer, Joule, Thomson and Clausius in the
discoveries of the laws of thermodynamics, the unpublished
papers of the brilliant Carnot, who had died in 1832 at
the age of thirty-six of cholera, showed that he had dis-
covered a figure for the mechanical equivalent of heat, and
had arrived at correct notions of the laws of thermodynamics
many years before Mayer and the others.

